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JOSC 5 (1) p. 7  Intellect Limited 2014

Journal of Screenwriting  
Volume 5 Number 1

© 2014 Intellect Ltd Introduction. English language. doi: 10.1386/josc.5.1.7_7

IntroductIon

Ian W. MACdonald

We have been privileged to have as guest editor, for this issue, Dr Alex Munt 
(University of Technology, Sydney). Colleagues will know of Alex’s work as 
an independent film-maker and scholar focusing on micro-budget features 
and digital film-making. Producer/director/writer of his own features LBF 
(2011) and Poor Little Rich Girls (2013), Alex has never been backward about 
coming forward to help others, either; on Kathryn Millard’s feature Random 
8 (2012) for example, Alex helped flesh out the design idea and was credited 
with title design and graphics.  With Kathryn, he organized the successful 5th 
International Screenwriting Research Network conference in Sydney in 2012, 
and this issue is the result of his further hard work in bringing some of the 
papers received there to wider attention.

As a scholar Alex has helped to foreground the use of hybrid forms of 
script and treatment, and ‘writing’ with images in scripting the adapted 
screenplay. He has now shown himself to be an equally insightful and hard-
working editor, for which I (on behalf of the readership of the JOSC) offer our 
heart-felt thanks.

Ian W. Macdonald has asserted his right under the Copyright, Designs and 
Patents Act, 1988, to be identified as the author of this work in the format that 
was submitted to Intellect Ltd.
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luyING CHEN
Columbia College Chicago

Beyond marginalization: Kungfu 

Kindergarten as a ‘glocal’ response to 

Kungfu Panda

ABSTRACT

This article discusses how the Hong Kong animated film Mai Dou xiang dangdang/McDull: 
Kungfu Kindergarten (Xie 2009, hereafter Kungfu Kindergarten) responds both to Dreamwork’s 
film Kungfu Panda (Stevenson and Osborne 2008) and mainland Chinese receptions of Kungfu 
Panda. Whereas the latter demonstrate how globalization coopts the local into its powerful discourse 
to create various national or nationalist responses, Kungfu Kindergarten constitutes a ‘glocal’ reac-
tion. It forms a counter discourse to the discourse of magic in Kungfu Panda, thereby reviving 
the Daoist discourse of ziran, defined by the Daoist master in the film as ‘self, unpretentious, and 
undistorted.’ Instead of returning Daoism to the Chinese national(ist) discourse, however, the film 
further redefines ziran as a transnational feminine discourse. Situated within the context of China’s 
response to Western modernity and post-colonial Hong Kong’s relationship to mainland China and 
the West, the film articulates a Hong Kong voice which offers China an exit out of marginalization 
and self-marginalization since the Opium War.
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plays with them, and brings them to Hong Kong, where he builds a toy clock 
with A Mae. As A Mae retells Mai Dou and the master’s discussion of the 
competition during their meeting in Hong Kong, she recounts that ‘as if they 
have nothing better to do’, Mai Dou questions ‘why, the very moment when 
he felt enlightened, he was beaten like a pig head?’ The use of ‘pig head’ 
implies A Mae’s criticism of Mai Dou’s previous enlightenment above the 
Three Gorges Dam and his lack of enlightenment for asking the question 
now. Her voice approves Mai Dou’s next move following the master’s reply. 
Using a toothpick and water in a cup as his props, the master explains to Mai 
Dou ‘in a profound manner’: ‘Look, the water in a cup can hold a toothpick. 
But if it is a boat, we will need a river and an ocean to hold the boat’. Here the 
master alludes to the third passage in ‘Wandering Boundless and Free’, which 
describes what the bird sees from the sky: 

It’s like piling up water: if the water isn’t deep, it can’t support large 
boats. Pour a cup of water into a hollow on the floor, and a mustard 
seed makes a fine boat. But if you put the cup in, it’s stuck fast. The 
water’s shallow, so the boat’s large. ...

 (Zhuangzi and Hinton 1997: 3–4)

The master’s transformed allusion appears to be a compliment to Mai Dou’s 
(and perhaps the master’s own) talent and a gesture of consolation that 
suggests Mai Dou did not really lose. In thus speaking, the master shows 
attachment to erudite discourses. A Mae’s voice-over interrupts that Mai Dou 
‘very vulgarly replies’ to the master, who drinks from the cup: ‘I have just used 
that toothpick’. This time, the master’s own mouth gets soiled in his attempt 
to teach Mai Dou instead of recognizing Mai Dou as he is.

A Mae’s tone of acceptance and appreciation of Mai Dou’s answer 
confirms the return of Mai Dou’s ziran to one of the interpretations of ziran as 
‘self-so’. In her eyes, Mai Dou’s failure to understand the master’s profound 
remark does not show Mai Dou’s inadequacy. As A Mae remarks: ‘That’s the 
way it is. You think miracles can happen, but it is still the same. This Mai Dou 
is still so fat and kind. He is direct and slow-minded’. A Mae’s voice further 
turns Mai Dou’s return to Hong Kong into a positive return to who Mai Dou 
has always been, with his positive embodiment of ziran, a pig-style natural-
ness embracing the vulgar and crude. The film affirms that Mai Dou, who has 
been influenced by Western popular culture as well as the vulgarity of Mai 
Zi, speaks vulgar language containing the truth. The absence of any magi-
cal transformation through his journey on the Wudang Mountain martial arts 
school is thus a positive result.

The film returns to the frame of responding to Kungfu Panda not only with 
A Mae’s above comment but also with the grown-up A Mae’s voice declar-
ing love as an alternative discourse of magic. The grown-up A Mae, who 
has become an office worker engaged in repetitive and mundane activities, 
narrates that life is not magical at all. While she sounds a little disheartened, 
her tone changes to hopeful as she remembers Mai Dou’s words that mira-
cles do not have to involve a sudden change and that the clock that moves 
extremely slowly is also magical. In the final scene, A Mae walks into Mai 
Dou’s district and then to ‘Mrs Mai’s Fast Chicken Restaurant’. She muses: 
‘If, when I grow up, Mai Dou is still so strong, kind, slow-minded, and if he 
still cherishes that eraser I gave him ...’ (here her voice and the grown up Mai 
Dou’s voice merge) ‘then, a miracle has already happened’. With this ending, 
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plays with them, and brings them to Hong Kong, where he builds a toy clock 
with A Mae. As A Mae retells Mai Dou and the master’s discussion of the 
competition during their meeting in Hong Kong, she recounts that ‘as if they 
have nothing better to do’, Mai Dou questions ‘why, the very moment when 
he felt enlightened, he was beaten like a pig head?’ The use of ‘pig head’ 
implies A Mae’s criticism of Mai Dou’s previous enlightenment above the 
Three Gorges Dam and his lack of enlightenment for asking the question 
now. Her voice approves Mai Dou’s next move following the master’s reply. 
Using a toothpick and water in a cup as his props, the master explains to Mai 
Dou ‘in a profound manner’: ‘Look, the water in a cup can hold a toothpick. 
But if it is a boat, we will need a river and an ocean to hold the boat’. Here the 
master alludes to the third passage in ‘Wandering Boundless and Free’, which 
describes what the bird sees from the sky: 

It’s like piling up water: if the water isn’t deep, it can’t support large 
boats. Pour a cup of water into a hollow on the floor, and a mustard 
seed makes a fine boat. But if you put the cup in, it’s stuck fast. The 
water’s shallow, so the boat’s large. ...

 (Zhuangzi and Hinton 1997: 3–4)

The master’s transformed allusion appears to be a compliment to Mai Dou’s 
(and perhaps the master’s own) talent and a gesture of consolation that 
suggests Mai Dou did not really lose. In thus speaking, the master shows 
attachment to erudite discourses. A Mae’s voice-over interrupts that Mai Dou 
‘very vulgarly replies’ to the master, who drinks from the cup: ‘I have just used 
that toothpick’. This time, the master’s own mouth gets soiled in his attempt 
to teach Mai Dou instead of recognizing Mai Dou as he is.

A Mae’s tone of acceptance and appreciation of Mai Dou’s answer 
confirms the return of Mai Dou’s ziran to one of the interpretations of ziran as 
‘self-so’. In her eyes, Mai Dou’s failure to understand the master’s profound 
remark does not show Mai Dou’s inadequacy. As A Mae remarks: ‘That’s the 
way it is. You think miracles can happen, but it is still the same. This Mai Dou 
is still so fat and kind. He is direct and slow-minded’. A Mae’s voice further 
turns Mai Dou’s return to Hong Kong into a positive return to who Mai Dou 
has always been, with his positive embodiment of ziran, a pig-style natural-
ness embracing the vulgar and crude. The film affirms that Mai Dou, who has 
been influenced by Western popular culture as well as the vulgarity of Mai 
Zi, speaks vulgar language containing the truth. The absence of any magi-
cal transformation through his journey on the Wudang Mountain martial arts 
school is thus a positive result.

The film returns to the frame of responding to Kungfu Panda not only with 
A Mae’s above comment but also with the grown-up A Mae’s voice declar-
ing love as an alternative discourse of magic. The grown-up A Mae, who 
has become an office worker engaged in repetitive and mundane activities, 
narrates that life is not magical at all. While she sounds a little disheartened, 
her tone changes to hopeful as she remembers Mai Dou’s words that mira-
cles do not have to involve a sudden change and that the clock that moves 
extremely slowly is also magical. In the final scene, A Mae walks into Mai 
Dou’s district and then to ‘Mrs Mai’s Fast Chicken Restaurant’. She muses: 
‘If, when I grow up, Mai Dou is still so strong, kind, slow-minded, and if he 
still cherishes that eraser I gave him ...’ (here her voice and the grown up Mai 
Dou’s voice merge) ‘then, a miracle has already happened’. With this ending, 
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plays with them, and brings them to Hong Kong, where he builds a toy clock 
with A Mae. As A Mae retells Mai Dou and the master’s discussion of the 
competition during their meeting in Hong Kong, she recounts that ‘as if they 
have nothing better to do’, Mai Dou questions ‘why, the very moment when 
he felt enlightened, he was beaten like a pig head?’ The use of ‘pig head’ 
implies A Mae’s criticism of Mai Dou’s previous enlightenment above the 
Three Gorges Dam and his lack of enlightenment for asking the question 
now. Her voice approves Mai Dou’s next move following the master’s reply. 
Using a toothpick and water in a cup as his props, the master explains to Mai 
Dou ‘in a profound manner’: ‘Look, the water in a cup can hold a toothpick. 
But if it is a boat, we will need a river and an ocean to hold the boat’. Here the 
master alludes to the third passage in ‘Wandering Boundless and Free’, which 
describes what the bird sees from the sky: 

It’s like piling up water: if the water isn’t deep, it can’t support large 
boats. Pour a cup of water into a hollow on the floor, and a mustard 
seed makes a fine boat. But if you put the cup in, it’s stuck fast. The 
water’s shallow, so the boat’s large. ...

 (Zhuangzi and Hinton 1997: 3–4)

The master’s transformed allusion appears to be a compliment to Mai Dou’s 
(and perhaps the master’s own) talent and a gesture of consolation that 
suggests Mai Dou did not really lose. In thus speaking, the master shows 
attachment to erudite discourses. A Mae’s voice-over interrupts that Mai Dou 
‘very vulgarly replies’ to the master, who drinks from the cup: ‘I have just used 
that toothpick’. This time, the master’s own mouth gets soiled in his attempt 
to teach Mai Dou instead of recognizing Mai Dou as he is.

A Mae’s tone of acceptance and appreciation of Mai Dou’s answer 
confirms the return of Mai Dou’s ziran to one of the interpretations of ziran as 
‘self-so’. In her eyes, Mai Dou’s failure to understand the master’s profound 
remark does not show Mai Dou’s inadequacy. As A Mae remarks: ‘That’s the 
way it is. You think miracles can happen, but it is still the same. This Mai Dou 
is still so fat and kind. He is direct and slow-minded’. A Mae’s voice further 
turns Mai Dou’s return to Hong Kong into a positive return to who Mai Dou 
has always been, with his positive embodiment of ziran, a pig-style natural-
ness embracing the vulgar and crude. The film affirms that Mai Dou, who has 
been influenced by Western popular culture as well as the vulgarity of Mai 
Zi, speaks vulgar language containing the truth. The absence of any magi-
cal transformation through his journey on the Wudang Mountain martial arts 
school is thus a positive result.

The film returns to the frame of responding to Kungfu Panda not only with 
A Mae’s above comment but also with the grown-up A Mae’s voice declar-
ing love as an alternative discourse of magic. The grown-up A Mae, who 
has become an office worker engaged in repetitive and mundane activities, 
narrates that life is not magical at all. While she sounds a little disheartened, 
her tone changes to hopeful as she remembers Mai Dou’s words that mira-
cles do not have to involve a sudden change and that the clock that moves 
extremely slowly is also magical. In the final scene, A Mae walks into Mai 
Dou’s district and then to ‘Mrs Mai’s Fast Chicken Restaurant’. She muses: 
‘If, when I grow up, Mai Dou is still so strong, kind, slow-minded, and if he 
still cherishes that eraser I gave him ...’ (here her voice and the grown up Mai 
Dou’s voice merge) ‘then, a miracle has already happened’. With this ending, 
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empower him to defeat the evil leopard Tai Lung is blank, Po learns to trust 
himself and eventually defeats Tai Lung. The film ends with Po heralded 
as a heroic protector of the people in the Valley of Peace. Unlike Po’s self- 
contented father, Mrs Mai seeks success in the mainland and sends Mai Dou 
to Wudang Mountain to improve the family’s status. Mai Dou learns martial 
arts from a baldheaded Daoist master along with other animal kindergarten-
ers. Whenever he is homesick, a mysterious ‘Little Brother Panda’ encour-
ages Mai Dou. After the master spanks Mai Dou publicly when he finds out 
that the youngsters have boiled Mai Dou’s instant noodles in the school’s 
alchemist brazier, Mai Dou wants to leave. He returns after learning from the 
master’s assistant that ‘Little Brother Panda’ is actually the master, a former 
national champion of martial arts, in disguise. Mai Dou learns martial arts and 
hears the master teach him the Daoist classic from ca. 6th BC, Dao De Jing 
(aka, Tao De Ching, Lao Zi and Lau 1963), but still loses in the competition. 
The film ends with mother and son’s return to Hong Kong and the master’s 
visit to Hong Kong.

Beyond this contrast, Kungfu Kindergarten parodies Mainland Chinese 
reactions to Kungfu Panda. It mimics the Chinese embracing of Kungfu Panda 
with the figure of ‘Little Brother Po’, a panda wearing a red scarf that resembles 
the one worn by Chinese young pioneers. Both Mai Dou and ‘Little Brother 
Po’ display familiarity with and confirm the authority of Kungfu Panda at criti-
cal moments of Mai Dou’s stay on the mountain. Mai Dou recognizes ‘Little 
Brother Po’ as ‘Xiongbao didi’ (Little Brother Po), a name echoing the Chinese 
translation of the name ‘Po’ as ‘A Bao’. ‘Little Brother Po’ first comes to Mai 
Dou when Mai Dou has just realized the inferiority of his Hong Kong pig 
identity: his simple request to use the bathroom has elicited a condescending 
comment from the master’s assistant that ‘the entire mountain knows [him] as 
the Hong Kong pig who soils his bed at night’. As Mai Dou looks utterly terri-
fied on the edge of ‘a toilet’ – a gaping hole suspended above the mountain 
valley – and is about to lose his footing, ‘Little Brother Po’ appears as a protec-
tor arranged by Mai Dou’s mother, instructing Mai Dou to master martial arts 
so that his ‘feet won’t feel soft’. ‘Little Brother Po’ further confirms his author-
ity when his teaching is better received by the kindergarteners who were 

Figure 3: Little Brother Po: a figure of authority.
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	 1.	 As	I	will	discuss	later,	
the	master	is	referring	
to	ziran	in	Chapter	
25	of	the	Daoist	
classic	Dao De Jing.	I	
choose	to	retain	the	
Chinese	terms	ziran	
and	Dao	throughout	
this	discussion	in	
order	to	emphasize	
how	the	film	instills	
new	meanings	into	
the	terms.	Ziran	in	
the	alluded	passage	
has	been	rendered	
into	various	English	
translations.	For	
example,	Richard	John	
Lynn	(1999:	96)	uses	
‘natural’,	Arthur	Waley	
(1958:	174)	chooses	
‘the	Self-so’,	and	Lao	
Zi	(1963:	82)	uses	‘that	
which	is	naturally	so’.	

	 2.	 Haiyan	Lee	(2008).	Lee	
mentions	that	Zhao	
was	also	reacting	to	
Steven	Spielberg’s	
refusal	to	be	artistic	
adviser	for	the	Beijing	
Olympics.

	 3.	 Xie	and	Mai	first	
began	to	publish	a	
cartoon	series	Mai 
Mai in	1988	in	the	
newspaper	Mingpao 
Weekly	featuring	Mai	
Mai,	a	piglet	rescued	
by	a	middle	class	
human	family.	They	
later	added	Mai	Dou	
as	Mai	Mai’s	cousin.	
There	are	more	than	
ten	books	about	Mai	
Dou,	including	Maidou 
gan ren zhi shen 
xiao gu shi/McDull’s 
Touching Short Stories	
(Tse	&	Mak	2001).	Films	
include	Maidou gu shi/ 
My Life as McDull	(Xie,	
Yuan,	and	Mai	2000),	
Maidou bo luo you 
wang zi/ McDull, Prince 
de la Bun	(Xie,	Yuan	and	
Mai	2004)	and	Chun 
tian hua hua tong xue 
hui/ McDull, The Alumni	
(Chan	and	Xie	2006).

Dreamwork’s global blockbuster Kungfu Panda (Stevenson and Osborne 
2008) was an instant success after it was released in China on 20 June 2008. 
By 2 July, the story of Panda Po becoming a kungfu master against all odds 
had made nearly $16 million at the Chinese box office, surpassing that of any 
Chinese animated film (Lee 2008). Well-known Chinese director Lu Chuan 
(2008) captures the reasons for this success when he calls the film ‘superb’ 
and ‘impeccable’ from ‘a technical point of view’ and praises its producers as 
having ‘a thorough understanding of our philosophy about life’. Beyond the 
box office success, Mainland Chinese receptions of the film also demonstrate 
how globalization coopts the local into its powerful discourse to create vari-
ous national or nationalist responses. The Hong Kong animated film Mai 
Dou xiang dangdang/McDull: Kungfu Kindergarten (Xie 2009) proves distinct 
by disrupting the discourses of globalization and nationalism promulgated 
by Kungfu Panda. Through a comparative analysis of the two films, I argue 
that Kungfu Kindergarten constitutes a ‘glocal’ reaction to Kungfu Panda. It is 
‘glocal’ in that it creates a counter discourse to Kungfu Panda to revive the 
ancient Daoist discourse of ziran, defined by the Daoist master in the film 
as ‘self, unpretentious, and undistorted’.1 Instead of returning Daoism to 
the national discourse, the film redefines ziran as a transnational feminine 
discourse. 

Kungfu Panda met the Chinese audience shortly after the 12 May massive 
earthquake in Sichuan, home of the natural panda. As Haiyan Lee recaptures 
in her blog Kungfu Panda, Go Home! (Lee 2008), that coincidence and Sharon 
Stone’s comment that the earthquake was ‘a karmic retribution’ for the Chinese 
government’s policy towards Tibet caused Sichuan artist Zhao Bandi to call for 
the Chinese to boycott Kungfu Panda.2 Zhao’s resistance to Hollywood making 
money on the heels of China’s national disaster was tainted with a national-
ist stance, which Lu Chuan (2008) denounces. However, Lu’s question about 
why China lags behind even when producing arts featuring ancient Chinese 
culture nevertheless betrays a national vision burdening art with the mission 
to present a new image of China. Another nationalist sentiment in the recep-
tion of Kungfu Panda comes through in the film Xiongmao daxia/Panda Express 
(Wang 2009). Set in the Song Dynasty (960–1279), Panda Express depicts the 
main character Wang Laoji’s protection of a panda. In turn, Wang’s action 
protects a fictional General Zhao Gan who seeks to ally with the Mongols to 
defeat the ethnic Jin invaders. The film portrays Wang Laoji as an ordinary 
man with clumsy manners but noble qualities, embodying the Daoist virtue of 
unpretentiousness. The nationalist theme comes across through the preserva-
tion of a Daoist virtue being linked with defending the nation against foreign 
invasions. The film thus betrays an effort to reclaim ownership of Chinese 
culture and to reassert an authentic Chineseness. 

Released in Mainland China four months before Panda Express, Kungfu 
Kindergarten anticipates the stance in Panda Express and in effect responds to 
all the above receptions of Kungfu Panda. However, viewers mostly noticed 
its superficial resemblances to Kungfu Panda: like Po, the piglet-protagonist 
Mai Dou, a popular Hong Kong cartoon character, goes to a Daoist moun-
tain to learn martial arts. Ma Yu (2009) claims that Kungfu Kindergarten paro-
dies Kungfu Panda but does not go further than identify a panda figure who 
teaches Mai Dou as a ‘kungfu panda’. In response to such observations, Xie 
Liwen’s (aka. Brian Tse) wife Mai Jiabi (aka Alice Mak), who has collaborated 
with Xie for three decades in their creation of the Mai Dou series and who 
was in charge of the animation of this film,3 revealed that Xie wrote the script 
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way [Dao] that can be spoken of is not the constant way [Dao]’- A Mae is still 
capable of speaking back.
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they moved on the way to their final destination was defined and redefined, 
by others as well as by themselves. When they finally arrive in Tokyo, these 
two are surprised that it is so near their home; when they are about to leave, it 
seems so far. Put another way, Tokyo is nowhere, and it is everywhere.

The story, insofar as there is one in this film, is in a sense only a series 
of confirmations, or one big extended confirmation: that everyone is smaller 
or different from what we thought or expected, including ourselves; but that, 
nonetheless, it is for the most part a privilege to share in this realization, a priv-
ilege to be one of the only group of sentient beings in the universe, beings 
who can imagine time and space and self. Moreover, the story in Tokyo Story is 
ultimately the same as all other stories because, ultimately, all things in it have 
passed; and it ends, spatially speaking, as all stories must end: in stillness.

As far as Tokyo Story’s reputation among all other ‘storied’ films goes, 
the British journal Sight and Sound periodically conducts an international 
poll asking critics to list their ten favourite fiction features ever made; and on 
my list – along with several others – there is always Tokyo Story. I saw it for 
the first time in 1971 in a Japanese retrospective at New York’s Museum of 
Modern Art. And only in 1972 did the film have its first theatrical release in 
the United States. I saw it again at that time; I have screened it several more 
times over the intervening years (including the 1982 showing at the Japan 
Society of New York); I re-viewed it twice recently on DVD; and I am happy, 
in retrospect, that it was, and is, on my list. My list aside, I am happy that 
this film exists, and that I was on its list. Even as Ozu’s gravestone (which 
I once visited in Tokyo) is inscribed with only the character mu, so too does 
Tokyo Story finally seem to be inscribed with this one character. It means, or is 
usually translated as, ‘nothingness’, but mu suggests the nothing that, in Zen 
Buddhist philosophy, is everything. Which is all – or null – that I have to say 
about Ozu and his Tokyo story.

FILM CREDITS OF TOKYO STORY (1953) 

Producer: Takeshi Yamamoto

Director: Yasujiro Ozu

Screenplay: Kogo Noda, Yasujiro Ozu

Cinematographer: Yuharu Atsuta

Editor: Yoshiyasu Hamamura

Music: Takanobu Saitô

Production Designers: Tatsuo Hamada, Itsuo Takahashi

Costume Designers: Taizo Saito

Running time: 136 minutes

Format: 35mm, in black and white

Cast: Chishu Ryu (Shukishi Hirayama), Chieko Higashiyama (Tomi Hirayama), 
Setsuko Hara (Noriko Hirayama), Haruko Sugimura (Shige Kaneko), 
Sô Yamamura (Koichi Hirayama), Kuniko Miyake (Fumiko Hirayama, his 
wife), Kyôko Kagawa (Kyoko Hirayama), Eijirô Tôno (Sanpei Numata), 
Nobuo Nakamura (Kurazo Kaneko), Shirô Osaka (Keiso Hirayama), Hisao 
Toake (Osamu Hattori), Teruko Nagaoka (Yone Hattori)
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through it. Often in Tokyo Story we see such men and women from a distance, 
people who have nothing to do with the events we are following – yet people 
who, through their own very being on a street or in a corridor beyond, help 
to define or delimit space for the characters in the foreground as well as for 
themselves, in the background. In this way, Ozu tells us that, around and 
among his people, is the physical world as they, and others, have organized 
it. If in the process order has been brought out of chaos in the environment, 
external order as these Japanese conceive it, it is at least a palliative for the 
internal disorder, or inner mystery, that they (and we) cannot master.

The film itself does not pretend to master that mystery either. Indeed, as 
in the case of the symmetries I have already cited, Ozu seems to be warn-
ing us against understanding Tokyo Story too quickly. Take the scene quite 
near the end in which the schoolteacher-daughter and the young widow say 
goodbye. ‘Isn’t life disappointing, though?’ the teacher says, and the other 
woman agrees. But this exchange is much too easily ironic to be taken as the 
point of the picture; it could not represent Ozu’s whole view. In this film we 
see parents disappointed in their children, it is true; but we also see children 
disappointed in each other and with themselves. Still, disappointment in life 
is no more true than anything else in life; and for that which is other than life, 
human or otherwise, we can say nothing. So the conclusion of ‘disappoint-
ment’ is simply too small for Tokyo Story.

Let me elaborate. 

No such handy consolation as disappointment will serve, for life may be 
disappointing, but it is also joyous, bitter, exhilarating, disgusting, unbearable 
and inestimably precious, among other qualities, and it is all these things for 
everyone in the course of existence. And at the moment when one of these 
qualities is present, it is unshakably true – only to be supplanted because no 
one attribute of life is more unshakably true than another. In other words, 
everything is true, just as no one thing is wholly or solely true. It is this view 
of the equivalence of responses, the conviction that no response is any more 
or less true than any other, the knowledge that sorrow is as undependable as 
ecstasy as a summary emotion, which Tokyo Story moves towards.

The true point of Tokyo Story, then, the only point large enough for it, is that 
it has no point – no quotable motto or moral to tag it with. A fine artist at the 
height of his powers has made a film that avoids such neat answers; but, like life, 
Ozu scatters deceptive answers along the way as he proceeds to non-resolution. 
If I had to choose one word to describe his method, it would be ‘purity’. Like the 
Dreyer of The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928), like the Bresson of Diary of a Country 
Priest (1951), Ozu gives us the sense that questions of talent and ambition have 
been settled or set aside, that he is now self-centred in what can only be called a 
selfless way. Presently, in Tokyo Story, he is placing on the screen the very least 
that will fulfil the truth of what he has seen, of what he knows, of life. There is 
no brave consciousness of integrity in this; as I stated towards the start of my 
article, Ozu is simply consecrated to serving life, simply – and proudly.

All these matters are summed up in the film’s title, which may seem pedes-
trian but resonates powerfully. I want to emphasize that the title in English is 
an exact translation from the Japanese (Tokyo Monogatari). And it seems to me 
finally indicative that Ozu called the film Tokyo Story, since it is neither in any 
intrinsic sense about Tokyo nor in any formal sense a story. Two people do go 
to a place called Tokyo, but it could have been any other place where space 
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be saying no more than that wistfulness about passage – time’s passage, life’s 
passing – is only a human construct, and for this reason only human vanity, to 
which nature itself, in all its force and facticity, is oblivious.

This brings me to Ozu’s use of space, not in its own existence as a fact 
and force of nature, but as a subjective experience. Space, for Ozu, is neither 
decor nor setting: it is what his characters see and pass through, have passed 
through, will pass through. Many have noted, for example, that he often 
begins a shot before the characters enter and holds it after they leave (in what 
the French call temps mort, or ‘dead time’). But Ozu does this not so much 
to suggest that the world, imperturbable, surrounds the perturbations of its 
inhabitants, as nearly to prove that the place in question has been brought into 
existence by the expectation and fact of people’s entry into or visit to it – just 
as a composer’s rests or held chords seem to have been brought into being by 
the expectation and fact of the musical notes that surround them.

Michelangelo Antonioni

Himself often, and beautifully, integrated environment with characterization, 
in order to show his characters as in part the products or result of their world. 
With Ozu, however, I think that something like the reverse is true: every-
thing we see is determined by an intense, personal reaction to the idea of 
space. Rooms, for instance, seem just large enough in Tokyo to accommodate 
the people and the objects which they, the people, have brought there to fill 
the space further. It is thus that boundary, sheer rectilinear boundary, reveals 
itself as the quintessential mode of Japanese structure: of rooms, of doorways, 
of corridors, all of them placed there by human beings.

Further evidence of this is represented by the fact that sometimes Ozu 
even gives us a shot of a room or hallway we recognize but which has noth-

Figure 7: The daughter-in-law, Noriko Hirayama (Setsuko Hara), enjoys an 
intimate moment with her mother-in-law, Tomi Hirayama (Chieko Higashiyama), 
in Tokyo.
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This brings me to Ozu’s use of space, not in its own existence as a fact 
and force of nature, but as a subjective experience. Space, for Ozu, is neither 
decor nor setting: it is what his characters see and pass through, have passed 
through, will pass through. Many have noted, for example, that he often 
begins a shot before the characters enter and holds it after they leave (in what 
the French callt into being by the expectation and fact of the musical notes 
that surround them.

Michelangelo�Antonioni

Himself often, and beautifully, integrated environment with characterization, 
in order to show his characters as in part the products or result of their world. 
With Ozu, however, I think that something like the reverse is true: every-
thing we see is determined by an intense, personal reaction to the idea of 
space. Rooms, for instance, seem just large enough in Tokyo to accommodate 
the people and the objects which they, the people, have brought there to fill 
the space further. It is thus that boundary, sheer rectilinear boundary, reveals 
itself as the quintessential mode of Japanese structure: of rooms, of doorways, 
of corridors, all of them placed there by human beings.

Further evidence of this is represented by the fact that sometimes Ozu 
even gives us a shot of a room or hallway we recognize but which has noth
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PART II INTERVIEW WITH WANG WO

(M: Ma Ran; W: Wang Wo)

M: When you drove us here, I saw the stone seal you carved under the seat. You have 
a background in fine arts and design, and currently you are also working at the fore-
front of graphic design. Why would you start making documentaries?

W: In the beginning, I was generally interested in films. It started with watch-
ing Euro-American art films, and also Chinese arthouse films. My major is 
fine arts, and around 1980s and 1990s, I suppose the relation between fine 
arts and cinema was quite close, though now they seem to be clearly divided. 
When I went to graduate school in 1998, an international designer conven-
tion took place in Seoul, and my university, the Central Academy of Art 
and Design, organized us graduate students to attend. At the convention, 
mostly the designers presented their design concepts and so on, but during 
the breaks, they would screen the clips of experimental films. Nevertheless, 
around 1998–1999, experimental film was something innovative. 

M: Most films were shot by the designers? 

W: Yes, all the films were by the designers themselves. I was mesmerized by 
the experimental images, and the experience itself was quite mind-blowing. 
The short films were of high quality, and indeed they were way beyond my 
expectation. Henceforth I became interested in experimental films. And upon 
returning to Beijing, I bought the video camera and started to do something 
similar. However after a while, I found the film-making itself was not quite 
satisfying, which is just to play small tricks. And to be honest, regarding 
these experimental films, the situation is similar to the computer-generated 
image processing. Just think about the experiments with images when we just 
had the computer. Indeed lots of artists have done something similar, which is 
to alter the image with PC software, by using filters or other techniques. 

Figure 5: Ferry in the Three Gorges, from Bing’ai.
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PART II INTERVIEW WITH WANG WO

(M: Ma Ran; W: Wang Wo)

M: When you drove us here, I saw the stone seal you carved under the seat. You have 
a background in fine arts and design, and currently you are also working at the fore-
front of graphic design. Why would you start making documentaries?

W: In the beginning, I was generally interested in films. It started with watch-
ing Euro-American art films, and also Chinese arthouse films. My major is fine 
arts, and around 1980s and 1990s, I suppose the relation between fine arts and 
cinema was quite close, though now they seem to be clearly divided. When I 
went to graduate school in 1998, an international designer conven

M: Most films were shot by the designers? 

W: Yes, all the films were by the designers themselves. I was mesmerized by 
the experimental images, and the experience itself was quite mind-blowing. 
The short films were of high quality, and indeed they were way beyond my 
expectation. Henceforth I became interested in experimental films. And upon 
returning to Beijing, I bought the video camera and started to do something 
similar. However after a while, I found the film-making itself was not quite 
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REVIEWS

MAVERICK SCREENWRITING: A MANUAL FOR THE ADVENTUROUS 
SCREENWRITER, JOSH GOLDING (2012)
London: Methuen, 382 pp.,
ISBN 9781408129074, p/bk, £14.99

Reviewed by Craig Batty, RMIT University, Australia

As we are all blissfully/painfully aware, the market is now flooded with screen-
writing books. What we have seen in the last ten or so years is a move away 
from general books – usually focussed on character and structure – to more 
specific, niche areas of the craft of writing a screenplay. There are guides for 
writing the second act, writing the third act, writing the treatment, embracing 
creativity, applying Aristotle, understanding psychology, writing ‘alternative’ 
screenplays, writing for teenagers, writing subtext – the list goes on. The latest 
addition to the market, Josh Golding’s Maverick Screenwriting: A Manual for the 
Adventurous Screenwriter, promises to offer yet another niche area of consider-
ation for the aspiring and working screenwriter – that of being ‘adventurous’, 
or, as the title suggests, being a ‘maverick’.

As Golding states in his Preface, Maverick Screenwriting ‘will teach you the 
advanced narrative techniques that will help you tell an original story in an 
original way’ and that maverick techniques of screenwriting ‘broaden your 
palette and give you tools that you never knew you had, buried deep inside 
you. Tools that allow you to play with time, logic and reality. Tools that set 
your imagination free’ (2012: 3). This certainly does sound like an appeal-
ing premise, moving away from structural paradigms offered by the likes of 
Field, McKee, Vogler and Aronson into a realm where stories emerge from 
seeing things differently: from considering time, logic and reality. The chap-
ters on offer – ‘Set-up and back story’, ‘Time’, ‘Reality’, ‘Point of view’, 
‘Technique’, ‘Everything Connects’ and ‘Which structure is right for you?’ – 
also appear different to most of the general screenwriting books on the 
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London: Methuen, 382 pp.,
ISBN 9781408129074, p/bk, £14.99

Reviewed by Craig Batty, RMIT University, Australia

As we are all blissfully/painfully aware, the market is now flooded with 
screenwriting books. What we have seen in the last ten or so years is a move 
away from general books – usually focussed on character and structure – 
to more specific, niche areas of the craft of writing a screenplay. There are 
guides for writing the second act, writing the third act, writing the treatment, 
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS 2014

SUBMISSION PROCEDURES
Articles submitted to this journal should be original and 
not under consideration by any other publication. 

Only articles focusing on one of the short films speci-
fied in the current call for papers will be considered for 
publication. Any aspect of the selected work may be 
chosen for study, including interpretive issues, drama-
turgy, camerawork, editing style, sound, closure, etc.

Potential contributors should begin by sending a 
40–50-word abstract to the editor, Richard Raskin at 
raskin@imv.au.dk. The 50-word limit should be taken 
seriously. A prompt response will follow, regarding the 
suitability of the proposed contribution.

Articles should not begin by summarizing the work 
discussed, since the reader will have access to a shot-
by-shot breakdown of the film as well as to the film 
itself. Nor is there any need to provide data on the film 
in the abstract or article itself, concerning the year of 
production, principal credits, awards, running time, etc. 
Potential contributors will be provided with a shot-by-
shot breakdown and are encouraged to refer to specific 
shots by number, capitalizing the word “Shot” when-
ever it is followed by a number. The wording of the 
abstract may not be repeated within the article itself.

Unfortunately no exceptions can be made regard-
ing either the announced deadline or the limit of 1500 
words.

Please contact the journal’s editor for further details.

*************************************************

The guidance that follows on this page is by no 
means comprehensive and must be read in con-
junction with the Intellect Style Guide, which can be 
found here: http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/page/
index,name=journalresources/.

LANGUAGE
Preference will be given to submissions written in a 
straightforward, jargon-free language that any reason-
ably educated person will not only understand but also 
enjoy reading. 

Authors whose native language is not English are 
strongly encouraged to have their work proofread by a 
qualified native speaker of English before it is sent in for 
peer review.

The journal follows standard British English. Please 
use ‘ize’ endings instead of ‘ise’.

METADATA
Contributors must check that each of the following have 
been supplied correctly:
• Title of the article
• Author’s name and institutional affiliation
• Author’s postal and e-mail address (the postal 

address will not be included in the article, but is 
needed for correspondence purposes)

• Author’s biography of 50–100 words
• Abstract of 40-50 words (this will appear on 

Intellect’s website)
• Six keywords (listed one per line, in lower case 

where possible)
• References (all films and written works mentioned 

in the article)

NOTES
In general, if something is worth saying, it is worth 
saying in the text itself. A note will divert the reader’s 
attention away from your argument. Kindly refrain from 
using notes of any kind.

OPINION
The views expressed in this journal are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily coincide with those of 
the Editors or the Editorial or Advisory Boards.

PERMISSIONS/COPYRIGHT/LIABILITY
Copyright clearance is the responsibility of the contributor 
and should be indicated by the contributor. If your article 
is accepted for publication, please complete a copyright 
consent form (downloadable from http://www.intellect-
books.co.uk/page/index,name=journalresources/) and 
send it to the journal editor. Unless a specific agreement 
has been made, accepted articles become the copyright 
of the journal.

PRESENTATION/HOUSE STYLE 
All articles should be written in Word. The font should 
be Times New Roman, 12 point. The title of your article 
should be in bold at the beginning of the file, but not 
enclosed in quotation marks. Bold is also used for head-
ings and subheadings (which should also be in Times 
New Roman, 12 point) in the article. Italics may be used 
(sparingly) to indicate key concepts.

Any matters concerning the format and presentation 
of articles not covered by the above notes should be 
addressed to the Editor.

QUOTATIONS
Intellect’s style for quotations embedded into a 
paragraph is single quote marks, with double quote 
marks used for a second quotation contained within 
the first. All long quotations (over 40 words) should be 
‘displayed’– i.e. set into a separate indented paragraph 
with an additional one-line space above and below, 
and without quote marks at the beginning or end. 
Please note that for quotations within the text, the 
punctuation should follow the bracketed reference. 
For a displayed quotation the bracketed reference 
appears after the full stop. All omissions in a quotation 
are indicated thus: [...] Note that there are no spaces 
between the suspension points. When italics are used 
for emphasis within quotations, please ensure that you 
indicate whether the emphasis is from the original text 
or whether it is your own.

JournaL Layout Guide 

Notes for contributors
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type style example

Design notes planman paragraph style

notEs For ContriBUtors 2014

sUBmission proCEdUrEs
Articles submitted to this journal should be original and 
not under consideration by any other publication. 

Only articles focusing on one of the short films speci-
fied in the current call for papers will be considered for 
publication. Any aspect of the selected work may be 
chosen for study, including interpretive issues, drama-
turgy, camerawork, editing style, sound, closure, etc.

Potential contributors should begin by sending a 
40–50-word abstract to the editor, Richard Raskin at 
raskin@imv.au.dk. The 50-word limit should be taken 
seriously. A prompt response will follow, regarding the 
suitability of the proposed contribution.

Articles should not begin by summarizing the work 
discussed, since the reader will have access to a shot-
by-shot breakdown of the film as well as to the film 
itself. Nor is there any need to provide data on the film 
in the abstract or article itself, concerning the year of 
production, principal credits, awards, running time, etc. 
Potential contributors will be provided with a shot-by-
shot breakdown and are encouraged to refer to specific 

shots by number, capitalizing the word “Shot” when-
ever it is followed by a number. The wording of the 
abstract may not be repeated within the article itself.

Unfortunately no exceptions can be made regard-
ing either the announced deadline or the limit of 1500 
words.

Please contact the journal’s editor for further details.

*************************************************

The guidance that follows on this page is by no 
means comprehensive and must be read in con-
junction with the Intellect Style Guide, which can be 
found here: http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/page/
index,name=journalresources/.

lAnGUAGE
Preference will be given to submissions written in a 
straightforward, jargon-free language that any reason-
ably educated person will not only understand but also 
enjoy reading. 

Notes header
Vistasans regular | 18pt (leading 24pt) |  aligned left | 100% Black type | Caps | space before 4.552 mm 
space after 2 mm

Notes subhead
Vista sans regular | 8pt (leading 9.6pt)  | aligned left | 100% Black type | Caps | space before 2.822 mm 

Book metadata
Palatino(t1) light | 10pt (leading 12pt)  | aligned left | 100% Black type 

Book reviewer
Palatino(t1) light italic | 10pt (leading 12pt)  | aligned left | 100% Black type | space before 4.233 mm |
space after 8.467 mm

Review text
Palatino(t1) light | 9pt (leading 11pt)  | Left justified | 100% Black type 
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Full Page Images
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type style example

desiGn notes PLanMan ParaGraPh styLe

CoPyeditinG notes

it is the PM’s responsibility to check that the author has supplied all the images, and that they are of a 
good enough quality to use in the text. the PM should also mark-up where images will be placed, and 
what size they should appear, if applicable.

Full page image no bleed 
image size 14cm x 18cm
image size in pixels 1650 x 2100
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
caption underneath image

Full page image with bleed
image size 17.6 x 23.6cm (this includes 3 mm bleed)
image size in pixels 2080 x 2790
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
caption on opposite page
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Half Page Image with Bleed 
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desiGn notes

Half page image with bleed 
image size 17.3cm x 12cm
image size in pixels 2040 x 1420
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
Caption underneath image

Half page image no bleed
image size 14 x 9cm
image size in pixels 1650 x 1060
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
Caption underneath image

Half page image portrait 
image size 7 x 9cm
image size in pixels 827 x 1063
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
Caption next to image

note no text runaround
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Quarter Page Images
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desiGn notes

Quarter image no bleed
image size 14 x 6 cm
image size in pixels 1650 x 700
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
Caption underneath image

Quarter image
image size 7 x 6cm
image size in pixels 830 x 700
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
caption next to image

note no text runaround

Quarter image x 2
image size 7 x 6cm
image size in pixels 830 x 700
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
Caption underneath image
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Thumbnail Images
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desiGn notes

Thumbnail images: 
image size 5 x 5cm
image size in pixels 590 x 590
CMyK/greyscale | 300dpi
Copyright clearance
Caption underneath image

Note for typesetters:
always group these images togther, do not dot in text.
only use sparingly and on instruction from PM, not throughout a book and only when other attempts to 
source larger images have been sort.

if you are sent images that are smaller than 8 x12cm then these images Must be clustered together in one 
of the above ways, regardless of any placement instructions in the Word document. When you return the 
typeset file to the PM please alert them to the fact that you have clustered images together – give page 
numbers where possible.
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hoW to Find out the PiXeL siZe oF the iMaGe: on a MaC

1. highlight image file
2. hold down  Ctrl  and click on selected image
3. select  ‘Get info’ in drop-down menu 
4. select ‘More info’ 
5. Look at dimensions – these are displayed in pixels
6. refer to chart on final page to see if it  is big enough 
7. if the image is too small to use, you need to obtain a better  

quality image or choose another image for the book

JournaL Layout Guide 

Image Size Guide
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hoW to Find out the PiXeL siZe oF the iMaGe: on a PC

1. right click on the image
2. at the bottom of the drop-down menu click ‘Properties’
3. on the top tab of properties click ‘details’
4. scroll down to ‘image’
5. you will see dimensions displayed in pixels and dpi
6. refer to chart on final page to see if it  is big enough 
7. if the image is too small to use, you need to obtain a better  

quality image or choose another image for the book
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Printing terms

CoLour
4-colour-process (CMyK): the process of combining four basic colours (cyan, magenta, yellow and 
black) to create a printed colour picture or colours composed from the basic four colours.

RGB (red, green, blue): rGB is an additive colour model used in colour monitors, conventional photo 
film and paper to create full colour.

Spot colour: a spot colour is a single colour printed on its own.

BindinG 

Case binding  is the most common type of hardcover binding for books. the pages are arranged in 
signatures and glued together into a ‘textblock’. the textblock is then attached to the cover or ‘case’, 
which is made of cardboard covered with paper, cloth, vinyl or leather. this is also known as perfect 
binding, cloth binding, or edition binding.

Perfect bound (perfect bind): a perfect bound book is a softcover book where the edge of the spine 
has been applied with glue and the cover wrapped around it.

Saddle stitch: Binding a booklet or magazine with staples in the seam where it folds.

Self-cover: using the same paper as the text for the cover.

Endpapers: the pages that are pasted onto the binding of a hardback book, to fasten the body of the 
book to the cover. in most cases these are blank, but occasionally feature some design or text. 

Sewn binding:  a bookbinding method using threads to hold signatures together e.g thread-sewn, sec-
tion sewn with either cover drawn on or casebound.

PaPer and Finish

Coated paper: Coated paper is a smooth, clay-coated paper used to print books when reproducing 
high-quality photographs and illustrations are important.

Matte finish: dull paper or ink finish.

laminate: to cover with film, to bond or glue one surface to another.

Offset paper: term for uncoated book paper.

Spot varnish: Varnish used to highlight a specific part of the printed sheet.

desiGn

Style sheet: a style sheet is a document an editor uses to follow the grammatical and other editorial 
rules established by the publisher.

DPI (dots per inch): a measurement of linear resolution for a printer or scanner. For example, a reso-
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lution of 300 dpi means that there are 300 dots across and 300 dots down. a higher number of dots 
creates a finer resolution.

Gutter: the gutter is the point at which the paper of a bound book begins to curve sharply toward the 
centre.

Kerning: Kerning is changing the distance between characters. it is useful for adjusting the text while 
designing a book.

PrintinG
Imposition: Positioning printed pages so they will fold in the proper order.

Plate section: a collection of pages of photographs, usually colour, which are bound together in sec-
tions in the book. this is the most cost-effective way of incorporating colour into specialist books.

Signature: a sheet of printed pages which when folded become a part of a book or publication.

Trim marks: similar to crop or register marks. these marks show where to trim the printed sheet.

Trim size: the final size of one printed image after the last trim is made.

Bleed: Printing that extends to the edge of a sheet or page after trimming. trimming machines are not 
as precise as printing presses. When the magazine is cut down (trimmed) to its final size, it is almost 
impossible to cut along the page edge exactly. having art go well off the page (bleed off) will ensure 
no possibility of a white hairline around the edge of page.

Plate: the part of a printing press that transfers the ink onto the paper.

FiLes
EPS (encapsulated postscript): a file type that allows the carrying of different information between 
software programs.

Vector: an image plotted by lines on an X-y axis. this image is different from a bitmap, which is com-
posed of dots.
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Stock and Plate Sections

Standard black and white book

170 x 230 mm

text: offset 90gsm | 1 colour throughout

Cover: matt laminated 1 side 300gsm | 4 colour

Standard full colour book

170 x 230 mm

text: offset 90gsm | 1 colour throughout

Cover: matt laminated 1 side 300gsm | 4 colour

Hardback black and white standard book

170 x 230 mm

text: offset 90gsm | 1 colour throughout

Cover: matt laminated 1 side 300gsm | 4 colour

endpapers: offset 170gsm

3.0mm board

Hardback colour book

170 x 230 mm

text: offset 90gsm | 1 colour throughout

Cover: matt laminated 1 side 300gsm | 4 colour

endpapers: offset 170gsm

3.0mm board

Standard black and white book with plate section

170 x 230 mm

text: 90gsm, matt offset

Cover: matt laminated 1 side 300gsm | 4 colour

1 colour throughout

Plate section: could look at a higher stock, silk or 
satin? or stay on same weight and just use colour.

Photo series book

220 x220mm

text: 150gsm silk/matt coated | 4 colour

Cover: 350gsm Matt laminate | 4 colour

Page imposition 
is a system used by printers to save paper when printing. Printing pages in the way that we read them 
(one page at a time) would be quite wasteful. instead, book printers print pages in sets of 16 or 32 (or 
4 or 8). however, instead of using readers’ spreads (with pages 2 and 3 together), they use printers’ 
spreads, so that when the pages are folded, cut and collated they form a conventional book layout.

if you are printing a book or booklet yourself, it is useful to know how this works. Printers’ spreads 
start with the first and last pages together and end with the middle pages together. 

Plate section

a collection of pages of photographs, usually colour, which are bound together in sections in the book. 
this is the most cost-effective way of incorporating colour into specialist books.

Because of the way pages are laid out  on the press, the most cost-effective page quantities are 
16/32/48 and multiples of 16.

so a plate section would need to slot into a a book at a convience spot. there are lots of tricks a printer 
can do so please do ask for their advice on plate sections.
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